CLINICAL SYSTEMS LEADERSHIP (RN TO MS)

The College of Nursing at the University of Arizona offers a variety of programs at the graduate level.

The entirely online RN to MS is specifically structured for working RNs who want a quality nursing education that fits into their busy lives. Graduates will earn a generalist Master of Science in Nursing degree in Clinical Systems Leadership. There are two tracks available for this program, as an Associate Degree in Nursing applicant or as a Bachelor of Science in Nursing applicant. As one of our nation's most respected premier nursing programs, the University of Arizona's online RN to MS is an engaging and patient-centric curriculum uniquely designed for working nurses who want to remain active in their current roles while completing their master's degree. With our RN to MS you can pursue the following careers: Unit Manager, Clinical Practice Leader, Occupational/Employee Health Manager, Clinical Care Systems Manager, Infection Control Manager, Nursing Administrator, Risk Manager, Clinical Nurse Educator, Case Manager and Patient Advocate. Accredited by the College on Collegiate Nursing Education (CCNE), this Master of Nursing streamlined curriculum can be completed in the same amount or less time than some traditional BSN programs and includes coursework in evidence-based practice improvement, systems management, nurse leadership, healthcare technology, quality and safety, health promotion and creating healing environments.

COST & ELIGIBILITY

PER UNIT COST:

$800